Concurrent LOH at multiple loci in human malignant mesothelioma with preferential loss of NF2 gene region.
Human malignant mesothelioma (MM) is a highly aggressive neoplasm related to occupational asbestos exposure and characterised by a long latency period between the exposure and onset of disease. Previous studies indicate that losses at different genomic regions are present in MM. We examined allele loss at three known tumour suppressor gene regions (22q/NF2 gene, 9p/p16 gene, and 3p/FHIT gene) and at two other frequently deleted areas (14q and 6q) in MM. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) was investigated in cell cultures and primary tumours with several highly polymorphic markers for each site. To study if LOH of the NF2 gene is a consistent feature in MM, we performed a more detailed analysis of chromosome 22q that included a NF2 marker (NF2CA3). We observed a high frequency of LOH occurring simultaneously at multiple loci. In particular, 100% of the cultured MM cells exhibited LOH at the NF2 gene region. From the other chromosomal sites analysed, recurrent allele loss was detected at 9p (5/7; 71%), 3p (4/7; 57%), 14q (3/7; 43%), and 6q (3/7; 43%). Of the 32 tumours, even those trimmed to exclude normal tissue, few showed LOH, suggesting consielment by normal cells within MM tumours, whereas tumour cells in primary cultures showed LOH already in passages 1-2. In conclusion, our present LOH data indicate that MM cells exhibit allele losses at multiple tumour suppressor gene sites concurrently, involving NF2 gene preferentially. This supports the view that the accumulation of multiple genetic hits is characteristic to malignant transformation of MM cells.